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More June News at


Two corrections of note to make: in last week’s newsletter, we wrongly said that Sharon Wade was
manager of Lenape group home; the manager is Sharon Davis. Also, in the June 5 issue of our
newsletter, we mentioned “the men at Stillwater” and we should have said “the men at Hillside”.
Sorry to all.
 Carol and Brad from our Beemerhill group home enjoy playing Bingo during our Zoom
at Noon sessions on Friday’s. Recently, Carol became a winner at one of the Bingo
games. Our Zoom at Noon sessions are very popular, and have been supplemented by
our Zoom sessions in the morning and the afternoon. Our Day Habilitation on line
programs span 5 hours each weekday. Thank you all who make these sessions possible.
 Two of our ladies at our
Holly group home in Frankford are
preparing their garden for summer and
autumn harvesting. Getting exercise
outdoors is a good thing to keep in shape
during the quarantine. Rachel and
LeeNova are our gardeners of the week. In
addition, the ladies take a hike at Stokes
State Forest to get more exercise!



Tom Post, long time SCARC board member, has been honored by
the SCARC Foundation with the Lifetime Achievement Award
given to Tom at the SCARC Foundation Honors dinner held on
zoom this past Wednesday evening. The virtual event also gave
two other honors, Sussex Rural Electric Cooperative, and Ray
Nisivoccia. Steve Allan WSUS Radio was our evening emcee.
Entertainment was performed by The Carter Calvert Roger Cohen
Trio.

Our active ladies at our Stillwater group home have recycled
milk containers and made hanging plant holders. They are displayed
at our front entrance to the home. Liz, Faye, Sharon, and Joyce are
proud of their work. Absent from the photo is Dawn. Great work
ladies!



Happy Father’s Day to all of our Dads this Sunday!

